Astro-bar
Astro Bar is a famous place to go out dancing with your friends
in zone 10 of Guatemala City. This place is perfect to try prepared
drinks and have the best time. If you go with a large group of
people, we recommend you make a reservation in advance to
easily enter Let's Dance! Cheerful atmosphere, drinks promotions
ideal for dancing.

The Terrace of the Palco
the terrace of the box is a terrace located in the heart of zone 10
of Guatemala City. This bar has promotions on selected drinks
and dishes to share with friends. The atmosphere and music is
cheerful, ideal for dancing the night away.

Location:
Plaza convenia 6th avenue and 12th street 6-06 zone 10 second
level, Guatemala City

Santos Gastro Bar
Santos Gastro Bar is an ideal destination for lovers of exotic drinks
and unique sunsets. Spending the afternoon in this terrace bar is
ideal because thanks to its location you can see the planes taking
off at the airport. You will love it!
Location:
Agexport, 15 avenue 14-72 zone 13 Guatemala City

The beach
The beach is a perfect terrace bar to enjoy a pleasant afternoon
with your friends. This site has different promotions in drinks
prepared to taste with your loved ones. The atmosphere is
cheerful and the music they play will definitely enchant you.
Great!
Location:
Plaza Futeca zone 14 Guatemala City

Zielo
It is perfect to go out with your friends to an exclusive place with
prepared drinks. This terrace bar is ideal for relaxing and having
a quiet night out. The music, the light and the drinks will certainly
please you.

7 broths
It is a perfect terrace bar to start the party with friends. The drinks
are very good and they have promotions to share. In addition, this
site has food dishes to share as a starter. You will have the best
time!
Location:
Cardales Cayalá Austrian Boulevard zone 16 Guatemala City

